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It is not often that one finds a major hole in a field of research that has yet to be filled. Seminary students
and Ph.D. candidates shout for joy when such a lacuna is found. 

I have found such a hole. 

A friend pointed out today that the major movie franchise Die Hard (parental discretion advised in
viewing the film) has not yet been subjected to the full range of historical critical scholarship which it
deserves. 

As is often the case, more skeptical perspectives on a more pop-level aspect of the discipline of historical
Die Hard studies have launched the issue into the public eye. For example, numerous forms of the
following meme can be found floating around the internet;

Naturally, in the popular mind, the question that has consumed many has been the question of whether
Die Hard is actually a Christmas movie. And notions like the above claim now abound, with the suggestion
apparently taken for granted that an authoritarian Emperor at a Council of bullies created and enforced
the popular narrative that Die Hard was a Christmas film. Yet contrary to popular skeptical outlooks, this
issue was not actually decided at the Council of Nicea. In fact, a careful perusal of the Nicene documents
reveals that the question was not in fact even raised at the Council. All such claims amount only to
populist speculation. In reality, every single historical scholar with credentials in the field (popular novelists
excluded) would agree that Constantine almost surely had never seen the Die Hard movies. Naturally,
historians can only speak in probabilities in such cases. Certainty eludes us. Yet the burden of proof
ultimately must rest on the one who wants to assert Constantinian influence on the Die Hard Franchise.

Such questions are not outside the bounds of serious scholarly research. Historical critical inquiry, as
always, has a role to play. 

The Methods and Primary Sources of Research 
Many Foundationalists have assumed that we can simply look at the produced "Die Hard" film and see the
historical John McClane. Reality, as usual, is actually more complicated than this simplistic picture. As the
great Critical Scholars Westcott and Hort once noted, "The first step towards obtaining a sure foundation
is a consistent application of the principle that knowledge of documents should precede final judgement
upon readings" (B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort, Introduction to the New Testament in the Original Greek,
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1882, 31).

"The first step towards obtaining a sure foundation is a consistent
application of the principle that knowledge of documents should

precede final judgement upon readings."
- F.J.A. Hort

We cannot simply trust whichever sources we want. To know what sources can be most trusted, we must
assess the sources, and attempt a genealogical tree of them. We must know the documents themselves
before we can weigh their testimony. Thus, to our primary sources we now turn.

The Movie 
Those who don't approach such studies with a critical mind are likely only aware of the final form of the
first Die Hard Installment, the Die Hard movie itself. This primary source can be examined here, and a
basic bibliography for the source can be found here. Yet this is undeniably a later source (one might even
say, following Brevard Childs, the source in its final canonical form), and serious Die Hard scholarship has
long abandoned the notion that we can take its telling of the story at face value. If we could, all Die Hard
Scholars would find themselves out of work. Since this cannot be allowed, we absolutely must look
elsewhere, behind the movie itself. 

It should also be noted at this juncture that, while never seriously engaged in the academic literature,
there is a growing movement that demands that we consider only this later source. They label themselves,
"DVD-Onlyists," and reject all forms of historical inquiry that would take us behind the movie itself. As one
proponent noted, "If the DVD was good enough for Paul..." Naturally such perspectives are rarely given
serious attention. 

The Illustrated Book
Another source that should be mentioned is the illustrated children's book. This primary source is available
behind the paywall here. It blatantly paints the Die Hard installment as a Christmas one, with its bold title,
"A Die Hard Christmas: The Illustrated Holiday Classic." But is this an accurate exposition of themes
inherent in the original? Or does it reflect a theologically motivated re-interpretation of the work, biased
by an agenda to read later concerns back into a text that had no original Christmas referent? Only
engagement with more ancient sources can tell us.

Ostraca And Inscriptions
More promising than the clearly biased children's illustrated book are presumably older images and
inscriptions, like the following icon;

However, the authenticity of such sources remains yet to be proven, and until they are authenticated, they
should be viewed with suspicion. As is often the case with literary and graphic parallels, lines of influence
are clear, but the direction in which they run is not always so easy to trace. Could such an image be the
ultimate source of a McClane Myth? Or is it more likely early attestation to the historicity of a prior
McClane narrative? Only further research can tell. It is hoped that Evangelicals motivated to finally prove
the historicity of the precise details of the Die Hard narrative are not leaping to purchase such artifacts.
There are rumors that a few apologists have already incorporated the above image into some of their talks
on historicity. It does, after all, make for a compelling slideshow. And if it can be shown that the
iconography is the result of dissolving Egyptian mummy masks, then many might see this as
authentication enough. 

The Script
The Script for Die Hard can be accessed digitally here, currently housed at the Twentieth Century Fox
SCRIPT DEPARTMENT (10201 W. Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90035). The poor digitization sadly does
not allow the kind of careful examination we would need to truly describe the manuscript. We can only
hope that a group like CSNTM might someday provide a vastly better digitization. We can tell it is
continuous-text, but because it is digitized as a whole, we know nothing of folio size or number of folios,
arrangement, materials, etc. It does appear that it is single column, left-justified, with various levels of
indentation, unless this is a result of the digitization process. We can say little more. Yet it is immediately
obvious that several earlier editions of the Script existed, since scribal titloi mention these earlier forms
explicitly. Even this brief glance allows us to see that there were several scribal hands at work. 

I have tentatively formulated a position I call
"Stuartian Priority" which holds that the Jeb Stuart
form of the script was the earliest form, and that
later alterations made by DeSousa and others were
in fact editorial action taken upon the Stuart Script.
This tentative proposal remains a minority position
among Die Hard scholars.

To return to the Titloi, we can discern references to
changes made during the editorial process, currently
known only as, "Blue, Pink, Green, Yellow, Goldenrod,
Salmon, Blue, Pink." These are patently dated, but we
can as yet say nothing about the particular hand/s that produced them, nor what the text looked like at
each stage of changes. Nor is it yet possible to discern thematically and theologically motivated changes
made by these meddlers with the text. (Though one early student believes that he can show that in the
earliest forms of the Script, John McClane was in fact far more anti-establishment than the later forms of
the Script portray, which may suggest pro-establishment motivated textual changes.) We can abbreviate
these sources as Stuart, DeSousa, B1, P1, Green, Y, Gold, S, B2, and P2, but at present we know only that
they operated on the text whose final form we have, and the dates at which they did so.

What is clear is that there existed at one point several different forms of the Script, which differed from
the final film, yet are obviously antecedent to it. In light of the fact that textual scholarship generally has
abandoned the search for original texts per se, we may settle for employing these sources to search for
the ausgangstext instead (see proposals here). Much more research needs done here, and it is hoped that
the scouring of ancient libraries might produce more witnesses to these early stages of textual alteration
about which we currently know so little. 

A Prior Novel?
Yet our sources don't end with the Script
itself (in all its iterations). The Script seems to
borrow from the fictional novel Nothing Lasts
Forever by Roderick Thorp as a major source. We
shall abbreviate this as NLF for short. (This
primary source can be accessed behind the
typical paywall here). In fact, some editions of
the novel are so bold as to advertise themselves
as the basic source material for the original Die
Hard film. Naturally, a jump to a conclusion like
this, while common in the world of popular
readership, is given no weight by true scholars. 

An Earlier Shared Source?
It has been suggested that we might have here
parallel sources which share both a great deal of
unity and diversity. If it could be established that
the first version of the Script was in fact
composed independently of the Thorp novel, we
could posit the existence of an even earlier
source from which both may have borrowed.
Reconstructing this source would allow us to get
perhaps as close as possible to the historical
John McClane. Plus, it would allow us to use
more letters of the alphabet in our
abbreviations, a bonus the joy of which should not be undervalued. But which letter?

The iconic phrase, "Yippy-Ka-Yay *********" is a staple of the film. The phrase itself is unknown in the
OED, though the single exclamation "Yippee" is listed as, "An exclamation of delight or excitement," from
which the phrase clearly derives. A Western derivation has been suggested, though the final form occurs in
the script, as "Yipee-yi-yea *******" (scene 170), later mangled (in scene 385).

This history gives us cause to suggest the nomenclature "Y" for our theoretical shared source. Yet such a
source remains hypothetical (My Email to Fortress Press to produce a critical edition of "Y" as a part of the
Hermeneia series may have been premature. Nonetheless, the volume is slated for release in 2035.)

The Novel Itself
What immediately strikes the student who peruses NLF is how different it is from every known iteration of
the Script itself. This suggests that it must antedate all forms of the Script by a great margin. Some novices
had suggested this earlier on the basis of the ascriptions on the cover of the novel, as well as the listed
dates in the prefatory material in the novel and movie. But serious scholars have long abandoned a
fideistic acceptance of such dating schemes. Now, on the basis of comparative analysis, it can be firmly
concluded that the novel predates not only the Die Hard Movie, but every single form of the Script itself. 

The implications for Die Hard Research are hard to overstate. This is incredibly exciting. We may in fact, in
studying NLF, be in touch with our earliest historical source. Never have we been closer to the historical
John McClane. 

And it should go without saying, this new evidence now lays completely to rest the older "Stuartian
Priority" position. That position, long accepted without question by the vast majority of Die Hard Scholars,
can now be entirely cast aside. 

(The critical edition of "Y" is still slated for release, and a number of Ph.D. students will still earn their
degrees by analyzing this source and proposing its various theological distinctives. The fact that it never
actually existed will be found irrelevant to such studies.)

Other Possible Sources
There have occasionally been proposals of even earlier sources, which suggest that NLF is in fact itself
borrowing, for example, from the prior film, The Towering Inferno. Such connections remain tentative at
best. Only detailed comparative analysis can ultimately rule out their influence. Until such research is
completed, it is safer to presume that NLF is our earliest extant historical source. 

Some Preliminary Examples To Demonstrate The
Value Of Continued Research
What Was The Hero's Name?
One of the earliest things that strikes the reader who examines all the sources is that in the earliest strata
of material, the Hero is referred to as "Joseph Leland," (See Thorp, Roderick. Nothing Lasts Forever, Kindle
Location 49, etc.). This opens the possibility that "John McClane" is an early scribal corruption for "Joseph
Leland" shortened to "Joe Leland," which later became widespread in the tradition. In fact, in NLF, while
"Leland" occurs 500 times, the shortened-first-name-with-last-name-form, "Joe Leland" actually only occurs
4 times. This suggests that on rare occasions the name was shortened, and that the shortened form was
corrupted to "John McClane." It is likely that we would find, "John McClane" in every iteration of the Script
itself.  When we examine the Script, "Leland" is never found, nor is "Joe Leland," or any other than the
latest form. The later form is pervasive. But critical scholarship has encountered this road before. When we
can trace genealogy of documents (as we have tentatively above), numerical preponderance weighs very
little. As our critical guides noted;

"It would be difficult to insist too strongly on the transformation of the superficial aspects of
numerical authority thus effected by recognition of Genealogy. In the crude shape in which numerical
authority is often presented, it rests on no better foundation than a vague transference of
associations connected with majorities of voices, this natural confusion being aided perhaps by the
application of the convenient and in itself harmless term ‘authorities’ to documents. No one doubts
that some documents are better than others, and that therefore a numerical preponderance may have
rightly to yield to a qualitative preponderance. But it is often assumed that numerical superiority, as
such, among existing documents ought always to carry a certain considerable though perhaps
subordinate weight, and that this weight ought always to be to a certain extent proportionate to the
excess of numbers. This assumption is completely negatived by the facts adduced in the preceding
pages, which shew that, since the same numerical relations among existing documents are compatible
with the utmost dissimilarity in the numerical relations among their ancestors, no available
presumptions whatever as to text can be obtained from number alone, that is, from number not as
yet interpreted by descent."
(B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort, Introduction to the New Testament in the Original Greek, New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1882, 43–44.)

Thus the fact that "John McClane" is so common in the script, at the end of the day, means very little in
determining the hero's name. In fact, when we examine the Script, we find one use of "Joe," in scene 16;

HOLLY 
All set, Joe. 
The contracts went over the wire, and -- 
(surprised) 
John...!

It might be possible that in an earlier and no longer extant form of this scene, "John" and "Joe," being in
such close proximity, were accidentally transposed. 

A similar argument on the basis of internal evidence comes to the same conclusion, inasmuch as it is
surely more likely, from the unbiased scholarly survey of my own preference, that a parent would
normally name their child "John" than "Joe." After all, my brother's name is John. This makes "John" the
easier reading. No scribe, having "John" before him, would have intentionally changed this to "Joe." Such is
unthinkable. Thus "Joe," being harder to explain, is most likely original. This can be accepted conclusively
despite the total lack of "Joe" in any form of the Script itself. 

Is Die Hard A Christmas Movie?
Perhaps the question that most pervades the pop-level discussions is the question of whether Die Hard is
a Christmas movie. Opinions vary. But we are now in a position to look behind the later material at the
earliest sources, and at least tentatively sketch out an answer. 

The movie itself is inundated with Christmas themes. But a look behind the later material is more
ambiguous. Some preliminarily research has suggested that in the DeSousa revision, it certainly was
intended as such. This research mentions a "Purim Draft." This is tantalizing. Is this only a humorous
reference to the Jewish festival and possible literary connections between Hans Greuber and Haman? Or is
it a hint that one of the earlier forms of the Script did not have a Christmas theme, and the Christmas
element is a later, theologically motivated scribal addition? We await Bart Ehrman's expertise to weigh in. 

A persual of the Script in the earliest form we can
currently access reveals a strong Christmas element.
And not only by date and the season which makes
up the background setting of the movie. The word
"Christmas" is explicitly mentioned 13 times, at least
half of which do not occur in character dialogue
(which would be expected given the temporal
setting). To take one example, in scene 9, the script
sets the point of view of the characters;

"HIS P.O.V.  
Convertibles with Christmas trees in their back
seats, Time/Temperature signs which reads: 69 degrees, palm trees trimmed in Christmas lights,
intermittent West side token "Happy Chanukahs"...it is clear that Christmas L.A. style has its own
unique style."

These are irrelevant if not to set a Christmas scene. This intentional invoking of the theme in narrative
material of the Script leaves no other conclusion than that in all forms of the Script which we now know,
Die Hard was a Christmas movie. 

While various actors have weighed in (like Willis) claiming that Die Hard is not a Christmas movie, the
producing studio has claimed that it is, going so far as to claim, that it is, "The greatest Christmas story
ever told."

DeSousa has done comparative work between White Christmas and Die Hard. He concluded that if Die
Hard is not a Christmas Movie, neither is White Christmas. A chart setting out the broad strokes of his
research is available here; 

The value of such comparative research is questioned by others, who suggest that this is Parallelomania.
We have been warned about this danger by D.A. Carson, among others, who note the tendency to "adduce
'parallels' of questionable worth" (D. A. Carson, Exegetical Fallacies, 2nd ed., Carlisle, U.K.; Grand Rapids,
MI: Paternoster; Baker Books, 1996, pg. 43). Carson's point of course can in no way invalidate my prior
sketching of the genealogy of sources based on comparative analysis. Because I said so. 

However, we must ultimately turn to our earliest source, NLF, to move beyond these questionable
comparative analyses in answering the Christmas question. While some preliminary researchers have
suggested that NLF has none of Holiday Spirit of Die Hard, this is not the conclusion of careful critical
research. In point of fact, the word, "Christmas" is mentioned 46 distinct times in the novel. 15 times it
occurs in the verbal wishing of, "Merry Christmas." But once again, its use is in far more than just dialogue.
For example, 
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"People themselves were different out here, eccentric like the English, exuberant in exploring new
permutations of themselves. Hula Hoops came from this part of the world. The skateboard. Drive-ins.
There were people here so in love with what they had invented for themselves that they spent
Christmas every year sunning themselves on the beach. Never mind that the water was too cold for
swimming. Wilshire was all but deserted. A car crossing here and there. A woman yanking the leash of
an ugly, forlorn dog. Christmas decorations. Block after block of lush store displays, through Beverly
Hills and back into the darkness of Los Angeles again. He was beginning to feel as if he belonged here.
A truck was parked alone at the curb two blocks from the Klaxon building, the only vehicle on the
block. The lights changed and the limo came to rest across the street from the front entrance."
(Thorp, Roderick. Nothing Lasts Forever, The book that inspired the movie Die Hard, Kindle Locations
423-430). 

Such narrative material does more than establish Christmas as a temporal background for the book - it
establishes the Christmas season as integral to the plot of the book, and as part of the warp and woof of
its structure. 

Thus in this, the earliest source for historical critics to work with, Die Hard is clearly seen to have strong
Christmas connections. 

"In the earliest historical sources scholars can access, Die Hard is
clearly seen to have strong Christmas connections."

(Tweet This)

Proposals For Future Research
We have traced out only the beginnings of two examples, and they already produce promising
results. Essential to further research is the full collation of all forms of the Script, including a critical
apparatus that lists all the textual variants introduced by each reviser. A volume published in parallel
columns with NLF would be most helpful. Analysis of syntactical and lexical parallels between the Script
and NLF need to be done. Bias needs to be set aside. Populists narratives that invoke the Council of Nicea
need to be finally laid to rest by a thorough examination of the data. Iconography needs to be
authenticated. Questions need to be fully pursued in light of the new methodology. A tracing of the rise of
the Die Hard Canon needs to be conducted. This would enable us to answer a question that has been
voiced by many - Is Live Free or Die Hard actually a part of the official Die Hard Canon? 

Other question remain. Are there anti-establishment theological trajectories at work in diverse forms of
the Die Hard Script? Were changes theologically motivated? What is the Sitz in leban that produced NLF?
The Script? The Movie? The Illustrated novel? Monographs need to be written. Commentaries need to be
produced on each form. Scholars must get to work and do what they do best. The full enjoyment of the
Christmas viewing of the film by many hangs in the balance. 

It is clear that the gap in the literature is extensive - astoundingly so. I would suggest that up-and-coming
scholars have before them a window of opportunity. Apply yourself. Establish the boundaries of this
exciting new field of research. Join the emerging Quest for the historical John McClane. 

And have a Merry Christmas!
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